Simulation of a low-Z-medium detector for low-dose high-resolution TOF-PET
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Abstract—Two major challenges in time-of-flight positron emission tomography (TOF-PET) are low spatial resolution and high radioactive dose to the patient, both of which result from limitations in detection technology rather than fundamental physics. A new type of TOF-PET detector employing low-atomic number (low-Z) scintillation media and large-area, high-resolution photodetectors to record Compton scattering locations in the detector has been proposed as a promising alternative, but neither a direct comparison to state-of-the-art TOF-PET nor the minimum technical requirements for such a system have yet been established. Here we present a simulation study evaluating the potential of a proposed low-Z detection medium, linear alkylbenzene (LAB) doped with a switchable molecular recorder, for next-generation TOF-PET detection. We developed a custom Monte Carlo simulation of full-body TOF-PET using the TOPAS Geant4 software package. By quantifying contributions and tradeoffs for energy, spatial, and timing resolution of the detector, we show that a reasonable combination of specifications improves TOF-PET sensitivity by more than 5x, with comparable or better spatial resolution and 40-50% enhanced contrast-to-noise as compared to state-of-the-art scintillating crystal materials. These improvements enable clear imaging of a brain phantom simulated at less than 1% of a standard radiotracer dose, which could enable expanded access and new clinical applications for TOF-PET.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TIME-OF-FLIGHT Positron Emission Tomography (TOF-PET) provides critical medical insights into the metabolic and biochemical function of tissues and organs by mapping relative uptake of a positron-emitting radiotracer. TOF-PET imaging traditionally relies on detecting coincident pairs of gamma photon arrivals recorded by scintillation crystals arrayed around the subject. Despite its high sensitivity and biological specificity, the major drawbacks of TOF-PET remain (1) low image resolution of several mm due to the precision with which gamma photon trajectories are determined, setting the minimum detectable size of features such as cancer metastases [1], [2], and (2) low detector sensitivity such that only 1-2% of
emitted gamma rays are detected in standard (non-full-body) commercial PET systems [3], setting the minimum radioactive exposure for patients, the minimum imaging time, and the geographic accessibility of PET. These limitations arise from technical constraints of the detector technology, such as crystal size and scintillation efficiency, rather than underlying physical principles governing positron annihilation and gamma photon emission [4].

State-of-the-art TOF-PET imagers implement a near-optimized version of this traditional detection approach [5]–[8], [3], [9]. Development of full-body PET systems [1], [10], [11], combined with optimization of detector timing precision [12]–[16], trajectory resolution [17], [18], detector material [19]–[21], and image reconstruction algorithms [22], [23] have enhanced the efficiency with which gamma photons are detected to above 15% and provide higher-precision estimates of positron-electron annihilation locations to improve image resolution to < 3 mm [24]. Yet future TOF-PET development may require order-of-magnitude advances in timing precision or an entirely new detector paradigm to overcome the fundamental sensing limitations and cost tradeoffs of scintillation crystal arrays. In this context, we have been exploring possible TOF-PET scanner designs based on development of inexpensive low atomic number (low-Z) scintillating media [25], [26] and microchannel plate photomultiplier tubes (MCP-PMTs) [27]–[29], with low-cost GHz waveform sampling data-acquisition [30].

Here we present Monte Carlo simulations of full-body TOF-PET using the TOPAS Geant4 software package, with which we evaluate the feasibility, minimum technical requirements, and potential advantages of such a low-Z TOF-PET detector approach. We quantify the contributions and tradeoffs for energy, spatial, and timing resolution on PET scan sensitivity and spatial resolution, and compare this performance to simulations of a state-of-the-art scintillation crystal-based TOF-PET detector. Finally, we simulate low-Z TOF-PET imaging of a brain at 10^{-2}–10^{-4} reduced radiotracer dose to illustrate one potential high-impact use case.

II. COMPTON DETECTION IN LOW-Z MEDIA FOR TOF-PET

The proposed low-Z TOF-PET detection approach, shown schematically in Fig. 1, exploits Compton scattering rather than the photoelectric effect as the fundamental photon-detector interaction. A low-atomic number (low-Z) liquid scintillation medium is used instead of high-atomic number scintillation crystals, making Compton scattering the predominant interaction [31]. Upon scattering, a recoil electron and scintillation light are generated. With each successive Compton scatter, the gamma photon continues to lose energy until it either leaves the detector or is absorbed. The observed geometry and energies of a chain of Compton scatters, together with its counterpart across the detector and timing information from scintillation and/or Cherenkov light, may be used to statistically infer which event occurred first in each chain (inset, Fig. 1). Lines-of-response (LORs) are determined using these likely pairs of first scatters across the subject, from which the original distribution of radiotracer in the subject may be estimated. This approach is fundamentally different from a “Compton camera” [32], [33], which cannot record more than one scatter.

To record a chain of Compton scatters in the detector, energy from each recoil electron must locally alter the recording medium to indicate the position of the scatter. The extent of this change should correlate to and therefore report the energy of the recoil electron and should be optically detectable. The change must persist for sufficient time to record the interaction with high spatial and energetic precision, and the medium should be reset after each measurement. The recording mechanism could be
thermodynamic, as in a bubble chamber, but chemical changes in molecular state or configuration could offer greater sensitivity and opportunities for external control: One such implementation would utilize photoswitchable fluorophores [34]–[36] that can be locally activated by energy from a recoil electron to switch from a native “dark” state to a fluorescence-capable state that may undergo many cycles of excitation and emission, enabling extended-duration recording of the location and number of switched molecules before returning to the dark state, as described previously [26] and depicted in Fig. 1. The simulations performed in the present work are agnostic to the specific recording mechanism, and instead take the efficiency of converting recoil electron energy into a molecular record as a simulated detector parameter for energy resolution.

Regardless of mechanism, a major advantage of a low-Z detection approach to TOF-PET is that estimation of the locations and energies of gamma photon interactions in the detector can be decoupled from timing measurements, so that these aspects of detection may be independently optimized. The low cost and wide availability of low-Z detection media such as organic solvents means that the sensitivity of the detector may also be independently tuned to achieve high stopping power through altering the detector volume. In the following simulations, we employ linear alkylbenzene (LAB) as the low-Z detection medium. LAB has excellent optical clarity at visible wavelengths, high flash point, is low-cost, and has relatively high viscosity at room temperature, limiting solute diffusion.

![Fig. 1. Schematic of proposed TOF-PET detection scheme using first Compton scatter location to determine a line of response (LOR). Low-Z detection media such as linear alkylbenzene (LAB) containing a switchable reporter such as a photoswitchable fluorophore surrounds the patient. A positron (green e\(^+\)) originating from the decay of a radiotracer (here: \(^{18}\)F) diffuses (green track) and annihilates with an electron (black e\(^-\), white x). Each of the two resulting back-to-back gamma photons (dark blue) interacts with the LAB via a chain of Compton scattering events (red/orange; circle area is proportional to recoil electron energy). The correct line-of-response (LOR) connects the first Compton scatter of each chain; mis-identification of the first interaction will result in an incorrect LOR (gray dashed line). Inset: Different possible orderings of Compton scatters in one simulated chain (shadows show 2-D projections) are proposed and selected using a likelihood-based figure of merit (FOM); here one incorrect ordering is shown (gray dashed line; FOM = 20.88) along with the true ordering (orange / blue; FOM = 0.922).](image-url)
III. METHODS

A. TOPAS Simulation of TOF-PET and Data Validation

We constructed and parameterized a simulation of a whole-body TOF-PET scanner using TOPAS 3.8 [37] running the Geant4 physics modules “g4em-standard opt4” and “g4em-penelope” [38]–[42]. The cylindrical detector (2 m long; bore diameter 90 cm; radial thickness 30 cm) is filled with high purity LAB (density 0.860 g/cm³, composition 87.86% H, 12.14% C [43]; mean excitation energy 59.4 eV [44]), with an air core. Intrinsic radioactivity of detector media is expected to be negligible and is not simulated.

Different $^{18}$F imaging sources can be positioned within the bore of the detector; in this work we used the Derenzo geometric phantom [45], the XCAT human phantom [46], and a positron point source. The per volume activity for each phantom is benchmarked to typical activity in a patient with a “standard dose”, calculated as 5 MBq/kg and a baseline imaging time of 10 minutes. All simulations in this work were performed with a reduced dose, set at or below 1/100 of the standard dose. Simulations include in-patient scattering.

TOPAS generates a set of $^{18}$F positrons throughout the source volumes, which are passed to Geant4 for propagation. Geant4 handles positron diffusion and annihilation, generating pairs of gamma photons that propagate through the simulation volume. We wrote a custom C++ scoring extension for TOPAS to record events in the detector volume. The minimum step size was set to 10 μm. Simulations were run on a 14-thread processor (Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620v4 at 2.10 GHz), with runtimes between 15 and 70 hours for 83 million positrons, depending on the complexity of the phantom geometry. Ground truth output includes times and Cartesian positions of interactions, the energy balance of each interaction, and all particle identities. All custom code and supporting documentation are available for download online [47].

We validated our simulation by comparing its output with well-established physical phenomena. Fig. 2a and 2b show the simulated distributions of drift distance and kinetic energy, respectively, of positrons at annihilation. The distributions agree well with published results: the full width half maximum of the positron drift distance is 0.347 mm, and the majority (98.4%) of positrons have identically zero kinetic energy upon annihilation [48]–[50]. Fig. 2c shows the distribution of initial distances traveled into LAB by gamma photons prior to interaction, as well as the distance between the first and second scatters in LAB. The simulated initial distance corresponds well to the calculated 1/e stopping distance of LAB (12.05 cm) [31].

The scattering angles and the outgoing energies in each scatter are constrained by the electron-gamma photon two-body kinematics (assuming free electrons). Fig. 2d shows the event-by-event relationship between the simulated scattering angle and the recoil electron energy for primary 511 keV gamma photons. The Compton formula (dotted blue) fits the simulated data well. The inset shows a profile at a scattering angle of $\pi/4$. The profile width is due to modeling of electron binding and kinetic energy by the Penelope package [51], and has a two-tailed exponential spread with a decay constant of 2.04 keV$^{-1}$, matching the expected value for carbon [52].

Fig. 2e shows the distribution of the number of scatters observed in Compton chains within the detector, averaging 10.1 scatters per chain and heavily skewed towards a lower number of scatters. Fig. 2f shows the fraction of all Compton scattering events at each recoil electron energy $E$. As expected, the
recoil electron energy trends downward with successive scatters, and the first scatter distribution is well-fit by the Klein-Nishina model (dotted black) [53].

**Fig. 2.** Simulation validation and characterization. a) Histogram of positron diffusion distance prior to annihilation (blue) and fit (red), with FWHM 0.347 mm. b) Histogram of positron kinetic energy at annihilation (blue) is mostly identically 0 keV (98.4%). C) Gamma distance into the LAB medium before first Compton scattering event (blue) and distance between first and second Compton scattering events (orange). The expected 1/e range for LAB (12.05 cm) is shown in gray dashed crosshairs. d) 2-D histogram of energy deposited in the first Compton scattering event ($E$, red-yellow heatmap) for each scattering angle, closely matches the theoretical prediction from the Compton relation (dotted blue). Inset: Cross-section at $\theta = \pi/4$, with double-sided exponential fit (dotted blue). E) Histogram of the number of Compton scattering events observed in each chain. f) Histograms of energy deposited in the first (blue / diamond), second (orange / square), third (green / circle) and fourth (red / pentagon) Compton scatters in a chain, respectively. A fit to the Klein-Nishina cross section is shown as a black dashed line.

**B. Simulation of Detector Resolution**

To simulate detector measurements and study how system performance depends on detector parameters, random noise was applied to the ground truth simulation data according to the detector’s energy, timing, and spatial resolution parameters. Error in energy measurements arises from uncertainty in the extent of the recoil electron’s effect on the detection medium. All added noise was Gaussian-sampled. Assuming a two-state molecular recorder, the efficiency $k_E$ with which the recoil $e^-$ of energy $E$ produces switched molecules, $N(E) = E/k_E$ (units keV/switch), determines the back-propagated uncertainty in electron energy, $\sigma_E$, using the uncertainty of counting $N$ switched molecules, $\sqrt{N}$, according to

$$\sigma_E(E) = k_E \sqrt{N(E)} = \sqrt{k_E \cdot E}$$ (1)
where \( N(E) \) is rounded to the nearest integer. If the resulting noise-corrupted \( E \) happens to be negative (possible for small \( N(E) \) events), the event is discarded. Spatial uncertainty, \( \sigma_x \), is directly applied to ground truth scattering locations. Timing uncertainty, FWHM\( _t \), is directly applied to ground truth interaction times. For the purposes of the following analyses we ignore pile-up; we assume that the records corresponding to each chain of Compton scatters can be correctly grouped. This might be experimentally achieved, for example, using coincidence timing of initial light from each scatter.

The default resolutions for simulation are set as follows: The energy resolution is set by \( k_E \) with a default value of 1 keV/switch. The default spatial resolution of scattering locations, \( \sigma_x \), is a 1 mm standard deviation. The default timing resolution, FWHM\( _t \), is conservatively set to 500 ps. Variation of these parameters is studied in IV.C. Effect of Tuning Detector Parameters.

**C. Statistical Determination of Lines-of-Response**

Simulated detector data are used to reconstruct TOF-PET images based upon the aggregate information from many individual lines of response (LORs). For low-Z detection, the line of response for each annihilation event is drawn between the first Compton scattering location for the back-to-back gamma photons. Image reconstruction therefore first requires correct ordering of each Compton chain. While the detector may also provide timing information using scintillation or Cherenkov light, it is not strictly necessary; here we develop an ordering algorithm based solely on the geometry and energy of scattering interactions.

We developed an algorithm to determine the most probable ordering (and therefore first scatters) in each pair of Compton chains using the overall geometry and measured energies of each set of scatters. For each individual event \( i \) causing an apparent change in trajectory, \( \theta_i \), of a gamma photon and producing a recoil electron with energy \( E_i \), the expected incoming gamma photon energy, \( E_{\gamma_i}^{\text{Comp}} \), is given by

\[
E_{\gamma_i}^{\text{Comp}} = \frac{E_i + \sqrt{E_i^2 + 4E_i m_e \frac{1}{1 - \cos \theta_i}}}{2}
\]  

(2)

where \( m_e \) is the rest mass of the electron.

An alternative estimate of the incoming gamma photon energy, \( E_{\gamma_i}^{\text{chain}} \), can be calculated based on the preceding series of recoil electron energies \( E_j \), along with the initial gamma photon energy of 511 keV:

\[
E_{\gamma_i}^{\text{chain}} = 511 \text{ keV} - \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} E_j
\]  

(3)

where \( E_j \) is the observed energy at scatter \( j \).

Propagation of error gives the uncertainty in each estimate of \( E_{\gamma_i} \) as calculated using \( k_E \) (\( E \)) and the uncertainty in angular redirection, \( \sigma_\theta (\vec{x}_{i-1}, \vec{x}_i, \vec{x}_{i+1}, \sigma_x) \), which is calculated from scatter locations and the spatial uncertainty \( \sigma_x \). Given these uncertainties, we generate a figure of merit for each individual scatter in a proposed chain order, FOM\( _i \), using a two-tailed Z-score:

\[
\text{FOM}_i = \frac{|E_{\gamma_i}^{\text{chain}} - E_{\gamma_i}^{\text{Comp}}|}{\sqrt{(\delta E_{\gamma_i}^{\text{chain}})^2 + (\delta E_{\gamma_i}^{\text{Comp}})^2}}
\]  

(4)

where \( \delta E_{\gamma_i}^{\text{chain}} \) is the uncertainty in \( E_{\gamma_i}^{\text{chain}} \), and \( \delta E_{\gamma_i}^{\text{Comp}} \) is the uncertainty in \( E_{\gamma_i}^{\text{Comp}} \).
Possible chain orders are tested in a recursive tree search, keeping only the current minimum FOM solution and terminating search branches above a threshold set to a chain length-adaptive value of 1.3 FOM per scatter. Unpaired chains where only one gamma photon created a detector interaction are discarded. Pairs of chains where one or both gamma photons undergo significant in-patient scattering fail the FOM test.

D. Image Reconstruction

The LOR defined by locations and timing of each pair of first scatters is a needle-shaped 3-D Gaussian probability density describing the location of each annihilation. A TOF-PET image can be reconstructed based on the collective spatial distribution of all LORs. Filtered back-projection (FBP) and other common TOF-PET reconstruction algorithms are designed for discretized LORs and traditional detectors. Here, LOR positions and orientations for a low-Z detector are continuous; a sophisticated reconstruction algorithm using appropriate weights would require a fully characterized active medium, a realistic optical design, and would take full advantage of the correlated spatial and temporal data. Therefore, in this work we reconstruct images by summation of probabilities for all LORs over a voxelized volume slice (22 cm x 22 cm x 0.5 mm with 0.125 mm$^3$ cubic voxels). Each image is normalized by the integrated transverse profile of the LOR. All reconstructed image slices shown in this work are taken perpendicular to the detector axis, centered on the origin.

E. Sensitivity, Spatial Resolution, and Contrast-to-Noise (CNR) Criteria

Two fundamental criteria for evaluating TOF-PET performance are its efficiency in detecting emitted gamma photons, or sensitivity, and the width of its point spread function, or spatial resolution. Here, we calculate sensitivity, $S$, directly from simulated data of a point source in vacuum placed at the origin, using the ground truth number of pairs of gamma photons that interact with the detector, $n_{\text{pair}}$, compared to the total number of positrons simulated, $N_{e^+} = 10^6$ positrons, according to

$$S = \frac{n_{\text{pair}}}{N_{e^+}} \quad (5)$$

This criterion is based on the NEMA NU-2018 definition of TOF-PET sensitivity [54], substituting a point source for the line source so that the same simulated data can be used to calculate the PSF. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) and full width at tenth maximum (FWTM) of a transverse image slice through the reconstruction of this PSF define the spatial resolution per the NEMA NU-2018 criteria [54].

To evaluate the fidelity and quality with which reconstructed images represent the true radiotracer distribution within the subject, we also calculate the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) for well-established features of certain phantoms according to

$$\text{CNR} = \frac{\bar{p}_1 - \bar{p}_0}{\sigma_{p0}} \quad (6)$$

where $\bar{p}_1$ is the average value of pixels in the signal region, $\bar{p}_0$ is the average value of pixels in the background region, and $\sigma_{p0}$ is the standard deviation of pixels in the background region. Image regions are masked according to the known geometry of the phantom. Rod CNRs are averaged by size group. See the Appendix I for mask details and rod-by-rod CNR analysis.
F. LYSO Simulation

For the benchmarking simulation using crystalline lutetium-yttrium oxyorthosilicate (LYSO) as the detection medium, the thickness of the detection volume is reduced to 15 cm, and standard LYSO material parameters are used (density 7.40 g/cm³, composition 71.4468% Lu, 4.0338% Y, 6.3714% Si, 18.148% O; mean excitation energy 411 eV) [55]. The detector volume is modeled as continuous, and for the purposes of simulating the detected position, the ground truth interaction position is randomized by a flat distribution the size of the 3mm x 3mm x 10mm crystal. The crystals are oriented with the long axis facing radially. Note that the LORs for LYSO are only Gaussian in their longitudinal direction due to TOF; their transverse probability profiles are flat due to the segmented crystal geometry. For simplicity, we used a 3mm diameter circular cross section for all LORs (no parallax). Timing uncertainty FWHM = 300 ps is applied directly to ground truth. Energy resolution based on a yield of 30,000 photons/MeV for LYSO was applied [56]. An energy threshold of within 25% of 511 keV was applied to events to reject in-patient-scatters.

IV. RESULTS

A. Comparison of Low-Z to State-of-the-Art TOF-PET

We benchmarked the default simulation parameters for a low-Z LAB detector (kE = 1 keV/switch, σx = 1 mm, FWHM = 500 ps) against a state-of-the-art lutetium-yttrium oxyorthosilicate (LYSO) crystal detector (crystal size of 3mm x 3mm x 10mm), both simulated as described in III. Methods. The thinner LYSO detection volume (15 cm vs. 30 cm for LAB) is comparable to state-of-the-art instruments [24]. For a point source in vacuum, the sensitivity of the LAB detector is 70% (6.998 x 10⁶ LOR / 10⁷ positrons). The sensitivity of the LYSO detector is 12.4% (1.244 x 10⁶ LOR / 10⁷ positrons), in rough agreement with the experimental values reported for a similar instrument with slightly higher angular coverage, the uEXPLORER whole-body TOF-PET scanner [24].

Fig. 3a and 3b show reconstructed images of a water-filled Derenzo phantom at 1/100 standard dose (rods: 150 Bq/ml; background: 50 Bq/ml) located at the origin with rods parallel to the detector axis, simulated for LAB and LYSO detectors, respectively. Note that for the LYSO image in Fig. 3b, the display contrast is enhanced 6x to facilitate comparison with Fig. 3a, as reflected by their respective colorbars. The LAB image appears brighter, sharper, and less noisy, which may be partially attributed to the higher sensitivity and therefore the higher number of LORs used in the image.

We compared the PSFs of the LAB and LYSO detectors using a point source in vacuum. The PSF profiles are shown in Fig. 3c. The LAB spatial resolution is slightly better (FWHM = 4.6 mm) than the LYSO (FWHM = 5.3 mm), but both are comparable. These resolutions would be improved substantially by a more sophisticated image reconstruction algorithm, and here serve only to illustrate that a moderate estimate of a low-Z detector’s Compton localization precision performs as well as or better than the current state-of-the-art.

As shown in Fig. 3d, the LAB scanner produces better contrast-to-noise ratios for all but the largest rod size in the Derenzo phantom. These differences are more pronounced for smaller rods (65%, 50% for the 6.4 mm and 7.5 mm rods, respectively). The near identical values for the largest rod may be due to systematic effects on the noise measurement; see Appendix. If the rod has a smooth transition towards
the peak value a measurement of the noise will be dominated by the curvature rather than random fluctuations. As the rods get larger they get closer to this smooth behavior, leading to a more heavily systematically dominated CNR. Rejection of in-phantom scatters by the FOM Compton chain ordering algorithm (8.3% of LORs are in-patient scatters) performs well; for comparison, a ±25% energy-based cutoff for the LYSO detector has 22.5% of LORs are in-phantom scatters.

**Fig. 3.** Comparison of the proposed method to current advanced TOF-PET detection. a) Reconstructed image of a Derenzo phantom for a low-Z LAB detector, at 1/100 of standard dose, reconstructed from $3.55 \times 10^6$ LORs. b) Reconstructed image of a Derenzo phantom for an LYSO crystal detector, at 1/100 of standard dose, reconstructed from $6.58 \times 10^6$ LORs, shown at 6x contrast as compared to panel 3a due to lower sensitivity. c) PSF of LAB and LYSO simulations, acquired by simulating a point source in vacuum. FWHM of the LYSO PSFs is 5.3 mm; FWHM for LAB is 4.6 mm. d) Mean contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of LAB and LYSO simulations for rod sizes represented in the Derenzo phantom.

**B. Sources of error in Low-Z TOF-PET imaging**

Because a low-Z detection approach requires likelihood-based ordering of a Compton scattering chain, in which events can be separated by many centimeters, mis-identified first scatters can cause LOR and reconstruction errors that would not be present in standard TOF-PET. If both Compton chains are correctly reconstructed, the LOR is definitionally correct. An image reconstructed from the set of all such correct LORs ($2.503 \times 10^7$ LORs) for a Derenzo at 1/100 dose is shown in Fig. 4a, and appears slightly sharper and cleaner than Fig. 3a.

If instead one or both chains have an incorrect first scatter, the LOR will be incorrect ($1.046 \times 10^7$ LORs). Fig. 4b shows the Derenzo reconstructed from all incorrect LORs. Surprisingly, this image is still recognizable as a Derenzo phantom, indicating that some incorrect LORs still contain valuable information. Indeed, a distribution of the miss distance for all incorrect LORs, shown in Fig. 4c, is bimodal. Incorrect LORs that miss the true annihilation location by several centimeters are a result of general failures of the chain ordering algorithm as expected. The second population, which we term “near miss”, falls within 2 mm of the correct location of annihilation. Of the total 70% sensitivity for the LAB detector, 61.4% are correct LORs, 4.35% are near-misses, and 4.25% are incorrect.
We found that the near-miss LORs tend to arise for Compton chains with one of two specific features. The first is a very low energy first scatter (10 keV or less) followed by a larger second scatter. Due to the very small first scatter, the second scatter tends to be close to the original trajectory, and therefore produces a near-miss LOR if it is mis-identified as first. Alternatively, if any scatter that is mis-identified as first is sufficiently close to the true first scatter, the LOR will be a near miss. Such close proximity of another scatter to the first scatter limits the discriminative power of the ordering algorithm, but without a meaningful loss in fidelity.

Fig. 4. Effect of incorrect Compton chain ordering on reconstructed image and LORs. a) Image reconstructed from only Compton chains that resulted in a correct order and therefore correct LOR (2.50 x 10^7 LORs). b) Image reconstructed from all Compton chains that did not result in correct ordering, shown at 5x enhanced contrast as compared to 3a) (1.05 x 10^7 LORs). c) Histogram of error between all incorrect LORs and ground truth for a point source, divided into two populations “near miss” and “incorrect” according to the magnitude of error (dashed line set at 2 mm). d) PSFs of correct LOR as compared to near misses and incorrect LOR for a point source. FWHM of correct and near miss LOR is 4.6 mm. experimental values reported for a similar instrument with slightly higher angular coverage, the uEXPLORER whole-body TOF-PET scanner [24].

C. Effect of Tuning Detector Parameters

To place upper and lower bounds on the technical requirements and to better understand the potential advantages and limitations of low-Z detectors for advanced TOF-PET, we simulated a range of detector resolution parameters, including energy resolution, spatial resolution, and temporal resolution. Other parameters were held at their default values. All parameters were applied as described in III. Methods. For each parameter, we determined the effect on i) image spatial resolution as measured by the FWHM and FWTM of the PSF for a point source, ii) detector sensitivity, including a breakdown of correct, incorrect, and near-miss LOR percentages, and iii) the average CNR for rods in the Derenzo phantom at 1/100 dose. For each set of parameters, we also display the best Derenzo image.

Energy resolution is controlled by $k_E$, the efficiency of switching (keV per switch). We tested $k_E$ values of 1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 keV/switch (default: 1 keV/switch). Fig. 5a-c show the effect of energy resolution on the image spatial resolution, the detector sensitivity, and the CNR for Derenzo rods. Changes in $k_E$ do
Fig. 5. Effect of energy resolution, spatial resolution, and timing resolution on TOF-PET resolution, sensitivity, contrast-to-noise ratio, and image quality. Gray highlights indicate baseline parameters: kE = 1 keV/switch, σx = 1 mm, FWHMt = 500 ps. All Derenzo phantoms were run at 1/100 of a standard dose. a) FWHM (blue) and FWTM (orange) of PSF for varying kE. b) Sensitivity for varying kE, shown as total sensitivity (red / triangles), correct LORs (blue / squares), incorrect LORs (green / pentagons), and near-miss LORs (orange / circles). c) CNR for varying kE across different dot sizes for the Derenzo phantom. d) Highest-quality image for varying kE is obtained at kE = 1 keV/switch, at fixed σx = 1 mm and FWHMt = 500 ps. e) FWHM (blue) and FWTM (orange) of PSF for varying σx. f) Sensitivity for varying σx, shown as total sensitivity (red / triangles), correct LORs (blue / squares), incorrect LORs (green / pentagons), and near-miss LORs (orange / circles). g) CNR for varying σx across different dot sizes for the Derenzo phantom. h) Highest-quality image for varying σx is obtained at σx = 0.1 mm, at fixed kE = 1 keV/switch and FWHMt = 500 ps. i) FWHM (blue) and FWTM (orange) of PSF for varying FWHMt. j) Sensitivity for varying FWHMt, shown as total sensitivity (red / triangles), correct LORs (blue / squares), incorrect LORs (green / pentagons), and near-miss LORs (orange / circles). k) CNR for varying FWHMt across different dot sizes for the Derenzo phantom. l) Highest-quality image for varying FWHMt is obtained at FWHMt = 50 ps, at fixed kE = 1 keV/switch and σx = 1 mm.

not lead to a substantial change in image spatial resolution (Fig. 5a), but decreasing energy resolution (higher kE) leads to substantial losses in detector sensitivity, with many scatters no longer being correctly identified (Fig. 5b). The decreasing sensitivity also causes loss of CNR in the Derenzo phantom shown in Fig. 5c. The best Derenzo image, shown in Fig. 5d, results from the best energy resolution (1 keV/switch).

We tested scatter localization spatial resolutions, σx, of 0.1, 0.32, 1.0, and 3.2 mm (default: 1 mm). Fig. 5e-g show the effect of σx on the image spatial resolution, the detector sensitivity, and the CNR for Derenzo rods. Smaller σx directly improves image spatial resolution (Fig. 5e), but does not affect detector sensitivity (Fig. 5f) as the tested spatial resolutions are still small compared to typical distances between scatters. The measured CNR increases for smaller σx as expected; the drop below 1 mm can be attributed to insufficient voxel sampling (Fig. 5g). The best Derenzo image, shown in Fig. 5h, results from the best σx (0.1 mm).

We tested timing resolutions, FWHMt, of 50, 100, 500, 1000, and 5000 ps (default: 500 ps). Time resolution has little effect on the image spatial resolution of a point source because even the best timing resolutions translate to large spatial uncertainties compared to σx, as shown in Fig. 5i. Changing the time
resolution has no effect on the detector sensitivity, as our Compton reconstruction algorithm does not currently use timing information, as shown in Fig. 5j. Timing does strongly affect CNR, as shown in Fig. 5k, with improved timing removing pileup of LORs outside of their origin location. This helps to remove a blurred background. The best Derenzo image, shown in Fig. 5l, results from the best FWHM, (50 ps).

D. Ultra-Low-Dose TOF-PET via Low-Z Detection

Potential clinical applications of the low-Z scanner were investigated by running simulations on a human phantom. Using our baseline detector parameters of $kE = 1$ keV/switch, $\sigma_x = 1$ mm, FWHM, = 500 ps, we were able to generate clear images of the brain at ultra-low doses. The brain phantom is created using 4D Extended Cardiac-Torso (XCAT) phantom software, which produces voxelized patient geometries that can easily be simulated in TOPAS. Our phantom had no anatomical abnormalities. Densities and atomic compositions of the tissues were modeled using data from the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) [57], [58] and the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) [59]. Based on tissue-specific uptake ratios [60] and the standard dose as defined in III. Methods, we calculated the standard radiotracer dose in the brain to be 33 kBq/mL in the gray matter and 8.25 kBq/mL in the white matter. We imaged the brain phantom in the presence of the full XCAT body phantom. Simulations were run both without and with an added 20 mm diameter spherical lesion (99 kBq/mL) following Lee and co-workers [61].

In Fig. 6, we present images of the brain at 1/100th, 1/1,000th, and 1/10,000th doses using both the low-Z LAB detector and the LYSO detector described above. At 1/100th dose, both the detectors perform well, clearly showing the tumor, gray matter, and white matter, but the LAB image has the
benefit of being seven times brighter due to its higher sensitivity. At 1/1,000th dose, both detectors can identify the tumor, but in the LAB image gray and white matter can still be distinguished. At 1/10,000th dose, the tumor is still readily apparent against the gray and white matter in the LAB detector, but it is much harder to spot for the LYSO detector.

V. DISCUSSION

Here we have taken advantage of the TOPAS simulation framework for Geant4 to write a parametric simulation of a full-body TOF-PET detector based on an ionization-sensitive low-Z persistent recording medium and fast MCP-based photodetectors to record the chain of Compton scattering from annihilation gamma photons. The TOPAS framework facilitates high fidelity physics simulations that separate the detector design from the underlying physics, so that detector variants and interchangeable phantoms can be easily tested.

Using these simulations, we benchmarked the predicted performance of a low-Z detector-based TOF-PET instrument as previously proposed [26]. In comparison to traditional scintillation-crystal based TOF-PET detectors, a low-Z detector is predicted to have more than 5x higher sensitivity, comparable or better spatial resolution, and 40-50% better contrast to noise in reconstructed images. We also showed that such a detector could be used for ultra-low-dose brain imaging at 1% or even 0.1% of a standard radiotracer dose.

Many of the advantages our results predict for a low-Z TOF-PET detector stem from enhanced sensitivity. Given our detector geometry, the theoretical maximum sensitivity is 73%, so the 70% sensitivity predicted for the low-Z simulations in this work is nearly optimal. Since low-Z detection media are cheap relative to scintillation crystals, implementation of low-Z detectors with high stopping power is reasonably realistic. The improvements to sensitivity relative to LYSO are primarily due to the abundance of relevant interactions: Scintillating crystal detectors screen for photoelectric interactions, yet the LYSO Compton cross-section is twice as large as its photoelectric cross section [31].

The simulations presented in this work do not account for several factors that would influence design and efficacy of a real-world low-Z detector. For example, we assume that Compton scatters can be assigned to the correct chain, and that pairs of chains are correctly identified. Our simulations also do not account for any aspect of timing methodology; here shorter scan durations and lower radiotracer doses are treated as interchangeable, but these distinctions will become critical in the context of detection hardware and design choices. For example, here possible pile-up effects are not considered because the wide-field readout technology is not modeled, but we note that the combination of a large detection volume with precise timing provides a range of options for event separation as well as excitation and reset light patterning.

The approach described here could be further enhanced by using full timing and spatial information, including scintillation flashes, distances between scatters, and the planes of scattering and gamma polarization effects; note that in this work only recoil electron energies \( E \) and scattering angles were considered. If the directional tracks of the recoil electrons can be visualized in addition to their general location, the scattering locations could be determined much more precisely, and the recoil electron’s initial trajectory could be included in the ordering algorithm. It might also be possible to infer the locations of in-patient scattering so that these detection events can also be used for image reconstruction. For this
information-rich system, determination of scattering locations and timing, most probable LORs, and image reconstruction are all likely to be fertile ground for machine learning.

Without a sophisticated reconstruction algorithm, the predicted resolutions reported here are expected to underestimate the resolution performance of a fully developed system. This is apparent in the simulated resolution of an LYSO system, as compared to state-of-the-art reconstruction algorithms that produce a nearly twofold enhanced spatial resolution in real-world instruments [24]. Additional effects including parallax and a parallelogram-shaped LOR for scintillating crystals were not considered here. Direct reconstruction without filtered back-projection also leaves a $1/r^2$ falloff on all edges, limiting image sharpness. Nonetheless, a qualitative comparison of image resolution using this algorithm indicates that a low-Z detector could perform comparably or better than a scintillating crystal. We expect that low-Z detector resolution could rapidly approach positron diffusion limits of tenths of a mm since scatter location should be readily measurable to a high degree of precision, particularly if any information about the recoil electron’s trajectory is available.

Future prospects for this detection technique depend on development of an appropriate persistent low-Z medium to record Compton scatters. Among candidates, photo-switchable dyes in solution with a fast scintillator and energy-transfer-enhancing mediators, or another switchable two-state molecular system, may be desirable [46]. A similar low-Z detection approach could be implemented for single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) detection applications.

VI. CONCLUSION

Ultra-low dose TOF-PET would profoundly impact both preclinical and clinical applications. For existing applications, higher sensitivity and resolution would allow smaller features to be identified, such as early-stage tumor metastases, improving healthcare outcomes. Lowered radiation doses would be appropriate for a wider range of patients, including pediatric and pregnant populations. More PET scans could be performed for the same radioactive exposure, allowing more frequent and widespread use, for example for medical screening. Lower doses could also expand geographic access to TOF-PET. At 1/100 dose the radiotracer viability window could be extended by up to 6.5 half-lives; at 1/1000 dose it could be extended by as much as 10 half-lives, relaxing the required proximity to a cyclotron and other infrastructure.

Taken together, the simulations reported here illustrate the potential benefits and limitations of a low-Z TOF-PET detector, and show that reasonable technical specifications (1 keV / switch for energy resolution, 1 mm resolution of scatter location, and 500 ps FWHM timing resolution) would enable high-quality TOF-PET imaging with significantly reduced radiotracer doses.
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APPENDIX: CONTRAST-TO-NOISE RATIO (CNR)

This appendix provides additional details of the CNR calculations performed for the Derenzo phantom. Fig. 7a shows the rod numbering scheme referred to throughout this Appendix. Rods are numbered from largest to smallest, inside to outside. Fig. 7b and 7c show the signal and background masks, respectively, applied here to a reconstructed image from the benchmark low-Z simulation.

Based on the data from these masked regions and from Fig. 3a, there are apparent spatial biases in the resulting CNR calculations, as illustrated by Fig. 7d-f. The outer rods have significantly lower CNR values because the outer edges of their background regions are generally darker than rod backgrounds closer to the middle of the image, which makes for both higher contrast (Fig. 7d) and higher noise (Fig. 7e). However, the difference in the noise between these outer rods and the others is greater than differences in contrast, which creates a lower overall CNR value. This is because low spatial frequency brightness changes dominate the noise, with the background gradually lightening as it moves from the outer edge of the phantom toward the center, which occurs due to the direct image reconstruction approach which creates $1/r^2$ falloff.

Systematic spatial variations are also responsible for the drop in average CNR values for the largest rod size as shown in Fig. 3d. Fig. 7c reveals that the background around the largest rods also exhibit the $1/r^2$ effect near the rod edges, appearing dimmer in between. This effect is most pronounced for the largest rods, where the spacing is also largest, inflating the standard deviation and lowering the CNR.
Fig. 7. CNR masks and individual rod CNR values for the Derenzo phantom. All panels refer to the simulation for LAB with baseline parameters. a) The numbering scheme for the rods as later represented in d-f. b) The mask used to determine signal of each rod, covering the entire diameter of the rod as given by the truth information. c) A mask depicting the areas used to calculate noise of each rod, covering a ring from 1.2 to 1.9 times the radius of the rod, but excluding anything within ten pixels of the phantom’s true edge. d) Contrast values for each rod, calculated by subtracting the average brightness of the background ring from the average brightness of the rod. e) Noise values for each rod, calculated with the standard deviation of the brightness of each background ring. f) CNR for each rod, calculated by dividing the contrast by the noise per Eqn. 6 in the main text.
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